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Presenter
Presentation Notes
bonjour and welcome. Being English not sure I’m qualified to talk about sous vide. However, with the department cutting back the budget you have me instead.Anyway this is the format of the workshop.The intention of the Workshop is to allow you to learn and understand some of the issues related to sous vide.   So we will cover  What is sous vide and the history of sous vide and why is sous vide any issue now?The next part of the workshop will allow you to explore and identify any issues related to sous vide processes.I will then explain why we decided to develop a supplement on sous vide for the food safety program template followed by a quick re cap.



History of Sous Vide?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sous Vide Today and recent history has seen food production companies embrace the art of Sous Vide. With a new implemented HACCP plans, foods have been found to have a longer shelf life with a great transportation ability. Sous Vide has developed into the dining restaurants/café scene. Celebrity chefs and cooking shows have started to use the Sous Vide technique in a “hope to ensure quality control and taste across the food they produce. This has also seen an increase uptake and sale of domestic equipment for the home kitchen  and the secret “naked chef”. So it‟s a cooking technique that has changed a lot through the years and with new safety procedures and more knowledge on Sous Vide, food sellers and suppliers are starting to realise the benefits. In the not so near future I’m certain that many of the food products available at the supermarket shelves particular overseas as the distances to market is a lot less.Anyway, sous vide is not new and has been around for a number of years. One could argue that cooking at low temperatures/for all periods has been around since 1700’s (well that’s according to Wikipedia) but sous vide is generally recognised as being developed in the 1960/1970s by french chefs in particular Mr George Pralus (in the photo) American and French engineers discovered Sous Vide for food preservation.  Stable, high temperature and food safe plastic bags/films were developed which made Sous Vide possible.1967:  George Pralus was trying to reduce shrinkage of his Fois Gras terrine. He found that buy sealing it in a plastic vacuum sealed bag and immersing it in water for a precise time and temperature, the shrinkage went from 40% down to 5%. He found that it cooked perfectly without losing fat and created a nicer texture whilst reducing on product loss.  He served this in his French restaurant “Troisgros”. Pralus has now taught many chefs around the world the art of Sous Vide. Bruno Goussault: Another Sous Vide pioneer, he researched different cooking temperatures for different foods. He then trained chefs in this art and has helped food manufacturers develop food for sale. 



What is Sous Vide?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So What is Sous Vide? The term Sous Vide is French for “under vacuum”. It is a professional cooking method that uses a sealed and pressurised plastic bag (which holds the food) that diminishes the contact with aerobic bacteria. The bag is then placed into a water bath at an accurately determined temperature which is kept constant by an immersion circulator .It is then cooked in the water bath for a scheduled amount of time till the correct “doneness‟ is reached. Myth number one not all sous vide processes are low temperature/ long cook. So products are cooked above the magical 75 degrees. It really is about cooking under vacuum using the right time/temperature combination for the product you are producingBefore I get to the science which is later in the workshop. You maybe wondering why do chefs and businesses want to use the sous vide technique. Basically the finished result of the product is superior. Advantages can be the retention of  nutrients, intensity of flavour, consistency, reproducibility, precise control, retention of moisture, dissolving of collagen (in meat products) to increase tenderness. 



What is Sous Vide? - The Process

Heat / Cook
Heat to precise temperature.

Then cook to temperature and time combination 
equivalent to 75oC in water bath or steam

Chill
Chill rapidly to 5oC or less 
in ice bath, blast chiller

Storage
Store at below 5oC 
Use by 5 days

Rapid Reheat / Cook
Heat to required temperature and time combination equivalent 

to 75oC [Table 3]
Cook to finish and colour

Finish and Serve

Package and seal
Preparation of portions of food 

into sealed packages
- usually vacuum pack

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a typical sous vide processSous vide foods can use a variety of processes, often relying on a combination of time and lower temperatures (that are equivalent to 75oC) to produce a safe product. It does not cover extended life sous vide [cooked to 90oC for 10 minutes equivalent or with a shelf life in excess of 10 days].I now want you and your group to discuss the process and identify what some of the process risks – The WorkshopWhat can go wrong?What if it is not right?Package and SealPackaging or bag is not  appropriate for a sous vide process: The packaging does not seal.Buy packaging or bags capable of undergoing sous vide cooking and chilling process from approved suppliers; Reject any leaking / unsealed bagsObtain specification from the bag supplier Visual observation for leaking bags after vacuum sealing.Reject bags that do not seal effectively and obtain suitable bagsReject or discard product produced in unsuitable bagsReseal product in correct bags and reprocess Heat / CookMicrobial growth: Water bath is not sufficient temperature to start the sous vide cooking process.The food does not reach cooking temperature quickly enough. Heat quickly by ensuring: The water is at the cooking temperature before adding the food to be cookedThe product is no thicker than usually cooked [See Table 2]There is space between bags to allow good water flow between bags.�Do not overload. Remove air from the bags. No bags are floating above the surface of the waterEnsure even distribution of heat in the equipment. Manually stir the water, or have the water recirculating in the cooking equipment. Check the temperatureof the water prior to cooking the sous vide product. Do not add the food until the water is at the right temperature Visually check that all bags are separate from each other and that none are floating above the water Monitor the temperature of the product to ensure the food reaches the necessary temperature and time requirementsContinue to cook. Check water and food temperature again and if not up to temperature, stop the process and check the equipment is working.Physically separate the bags with a rack or similarEnsure all packages of food are submerged, in full contact with water.Stir to better circulate heatReject or discard product produced if the heating process does not reach the cooking temperature quickly enoughHeat / CookMicrobial spore and toxin growth: Cooking too long at too low a temperature.Do not cook under 60°C for more than 6 hoursMonitor the time that the process is below 60°C.Reject or discard product produced if the heating process does not reach the cooking achieve the time and temperature requirements as specified in Table 3OR Put product on hold and undertake microbial testing to prove it is safeHeat / CookMicrobial survival & growth: Not heating the food all the way through so the centre is still raw at end of cooking. (Dangerous microbes are not killed by sufficient heat, being applied for a sufficient time.)Cook thoroughly by ensuring: The product has been cooked for the correct time at the correct temperature [See Table 3]. Cook to above 55°C.The product is no thicker than usually cooked [See Table 2]There is good water flow between bagsNo bags are floating above the surface of the waterFor eggs:The white of the egg is fully set and the yolk is firmingMonitor the time and temperature of the cooking cycle, after the product  reaches temperature;ORIf above 75°C, monitor the temperature of the product to ensure the food has heated correctly Visually check that all bags are separate from each other and that none are floating  For eggs, visually check that the white of the egg is fully set, with the yolk firming.Continue to cook. Check again and if not up to temperature, stop the process and check the equipment is working.Physically separate the bags with a rack or similarWeigh any floating bags down under the waterReject or discard product produced if the heating process does not reach the cooking time and temperature requirements as specified in Table 3ChillMicrobial spore and toxin growth: Not cooling product quickly enough.Cool quickly from 60 to 21°C or less in 2 hours; and then to less than 5°C in four hours; a total of 6 hours.  Ensure:The cooling medium [ice bath, coolroom, etc] can handle the heat load and cool the food quicklyMonitor the product temperature during cooling;ORDevelop a known standard for how long it takes to cool your product safely in your ice bath / coolroom and then measure the time in the ice bath or the coolroom temperature.Reject or discard the productOR Put product on hold and undertake microbial testing to prove it is safeStorage�Microbial growth in cold storage after cooking.Store unopened sous vide bags below 5°C for a period of no longer than 5 days, including day of cooking and day of serving.Ensure the bag or packaging used is suitable for sous vide process.The seal should remain intact to prevent recontamination.Monitor the fridge / coolroom temperature Apply a use by date to product and monitor that use by date. Discard the product after 5 days. Buy heat stable, food safe sous vide bags from a quality supplierReject product that has been stored above 5°C.Reject product without a use by dateReject product beyond the use by dateRapid Reheat / Cook�Microbial survival during reheating: Insufficient cooking time and / or temperature. Reheat rapidly and  thoroughly by ensuring; The product has been cooked for the correct time at the correct temperature [See Table 3]ORReheat rapidly to above75oC Monitor the time and temperature of the cooking/ reheating cycle, after the product has come up to temperature;ORIf above 75°C, monitor the temperature of the product to ensure the food has  reheated  or cooked correctlyContinue to reheat. Check again and if not up to temperature, stop the process and check the equipment is working. 



The Science and Issues related to Sous Vide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sous vide uses lower temperatures to improve food quality. However, the process needs to be careful controlled to ensure the process is safe.As mentioned Sous vide cooking involves vacuum packing food in a plastic pouch and then heating in a water bath. Chefs are attracted to the precise nature of the temperature control, allowing innovative use of the technology to create new textures and flavours by manipulating the behaviour of food components such as proteins, starches and fats.In designing new recipes and processes, microbial safety is paramount and much data has been collected on how well food poisoning bacteria grow and survive in different foods at different temperatures. Data has been collected through predictive modelling systems such as ComBase and scientific papers. Food manufacturers and academics regularly consult these resources to gain microbial growth information.However, recently, there has been an increase in the number of sous vide foods being cooked at lower temperatures, e.g. 42°C to 70°C.Most data on microbial growth in food is based on temperatures below 40°C, with studies focusing on how bacteria grow at room temperatures, for example during storage. Other studies have looked at the temperatures at which bacteria are killed, usually around 55-60°C and above. There is a really lack of information in the range of about 40 to 60°C about the growth of bacteria and this makes it very difficult for cooks, manufacturers, regulators and enforcement officers such to calculate the lethality of such low temperature heat treatments and judge the risk of foods containing pathogens.No disrespect to the other processes such storage and reheating  But the time/temperature relationship is so important for sous vide and is one of the main challenges in the process particular at temperatures between 50 and 55. Food cooked below 55°C may not kill all dangerous microbes, [including Listeria monocytogenes and Salmonella] in the raw ingredients.



The Science and Issues related to Sous Vide

Cook temperature °C Minimum Time [Minutes]

55 200
56 147
57 109
58 80
59 59
60 44
61 32
62 24
63 18
64 13
65 10
66 7
67 6
68 4
69 3
70 2
71 1:29
72 1:05
73 0:48
74 0:36
75 0:26

Minimum cooking times for 
sous vide food to be held after 
the food reaches the required 
water temperature for 
destruction of Listeria 
monocytogenes [Adapted from 
Warne 2011]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we understand that cooked foods should receive a heat process equivalent to 70°C for 2 min. This is based on the requirement to reduce L. monocytogenes, the most heat resistant vegetative pathogen, by a factor of 6 log units. Therefore, providing the food is cooked to this process then other vegetative pathogenic organisms will also receive a thermal death cook .Therefore, thr  majority of sous vide food will be fully cooked at a time and temperature combination to achieve a “Listeria Cook”. This means applying sufficient heat for a certain time to reduce the numbers of Listeria monocytogenes by 99.999%. This is usually achieved by cooking to food to a temperature of 75oC or above using traditional methods of cookery. For sous vide cooking the lower the temperature the longer the time that is needed to kill Listeria monocytogenes to a safe level. For sous vide cooking to kill Listeria monocytogenes the lowest limit is 55°C for 200 minutes or an equivalent time and temperature combination. Note that the core of the food will take time to heat up to the required temperature and then need to be cooked and held at the specified temperature and time 



The Science and Issues related to Sous Vide

Other pathogens

Clostridium 
perfringens

Bacillus cereus

Staphylococcus 
aureus

Long Shelf Life

Less than five days

10 days or more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The other food safety risks of LT LT cooking are Clostridium perfringens and bacteria thatform heat stable toxins in food, Bacillus cereus and Staphylococcus aureus. Clostridiumperfringens appears to be the pathogen best adapted to growth during processing of sousvide meats (Willardsen et al 1978) and if this organism is effectively controlled the risks fromthe other bacteria will be minimal. I.e good food handling practices, store correctly, reheat correctly.Because the potential for bacterial growth during cooling and reheating of sous vide foods is nodifferent to conventional processes. The Food Standards Code addresses the issue.Clostridium perfringens is the major cause of foodborne illness associated with inadequatecooling and reheating of foods. This pathogen has important characteristics that result in itbeing a regular cause of foodborne illness:.• It forms a tough heat resistant spore that is not killed during normal cooking. Undersuitable conditions the spore will germinate to produce actively growing bacteria.• It grows in the absence of oxygen and food packed under vacuum in a pouchprovides an ideal environment for growth.• The bacteria can grow exceptionally quickly in warm food, especially meat. They willdouble in number every ten minutes at optimal temperatures and grow quickly in therange 30–50°C.• When temperature abused food is consumed the bacteria will form spores in the gutand, in the process, release a toxin. If large numbers of the bacteria were present inthe food the toxin will result in food poisoning with.So the shelf life of a sous vide product is critical and providing it is less than five days then the traditional listeria cook is sufficient however, for longer shelf life foods the cooking processes needs to aduFoods with a chilled shelf life of 10 or more days should receive a heat treatment equivalent to 90°C for 10 min or above where there are no other controlling factors a process is aimed at achieving a 6 log unit reduction in spores of psychrotrophic C. botulinum Finally it is complex the This algorithm can then be used to estimate the number of bacteria between the measured values. Similarly algorithms can be used to describe bacterial behaviour (growth rate, inactivation rate, probability of growth, etc.) as a function of environmental parameters such as temperature pH and water activity. These relationships are described mathematically and growth against time can be predicted for any combination of conditions by interpolation. Traditionally foods have been either stored at room temperature or below, or cooked 



The Science and Issues related to Sous Vide

The Food The Properties

 Thickness

 PH

 Water Activity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, sous vide science is complex and the food and the matrix of that food can make a big differences to the process.  We know the algorithm can then be used to estimate the number of bacteria between the measured values. The bacterial behaviour (growth rate, inactivation rate, probability of growth, etc.) as a function of environmental parameters such as temperature pH and water activity can change. These relationships are described mathematically and growth against time can be predicted for any combination of conditions. The Thickness of the food and the pH/ water activity can all effect the time/temperature and the growth of pathogenic organisms during the process. But different heat treatments are required for different food groups. If you understand and assess how foods are produced the lowest cooking values are observed with fish, seafood and prime cuts of meat. The highest values were observed for vegetables and secondary cuts of meat. Most of the fish products are cooked at temperatures below 60°C and many of these processes were not equivalent to heating for 2 min at 70°C. Fish begins to flake around 49°C when collagen between the flakes is converted into gelatine [4] and by the time fish reaches 62°C it becomes dry [11]. Fish served rare or medium rare will be heated to less than 49°C in the centre and so are unlikely to be pasteurised. This means there is potential for any bacteria, viruses and pathogens originally in the fish to remain after cooking. It is therefore important that the fish used in these recipes is of a quality equivalent to that if it were to be eaten raw. One control for example could be to freeze the products before processing.Primary cuts of whole meat, such as steaks, used time/temperatures below that necessary for pasteurisation. Cooking induces 15 structural changes which decrease the water holding capacity for meat [13]. Myofibrillar proteins gel at 45°C to 50°C causing textural changes. Between 40°C and 60°C the muscle fibres shrink transversely widening the gap between the fibres and their surrounding endomysium. Above 60°C, muscle fibres and connective tissue begins to shrink longitudinally causing a loss of water from the meat. The doneness of a meat item relates to the temperature to which it has been heated: 50°C for rare, 55°C for medium-rare, 60°C for medium and 70°C and above for well done [14]. The precise temperature control possible using water bath cooking allow meat to be cooked to a consistent level of doneness throughout each piece of meat as opposed to a gradient of doneness found in items cooked by traditional methods. Although many recipes for primary meat cuts use a water bath treatment less than the items are often seared before serving to produce the traditional brown colour and add flavour. Searing will kill vegetative cells on the surface of the meat item and generate products equivalent in safety to those cooked by traditional methods. Most of the items that were processed for less than the equivalent of 2 min at 70°C were beef, lamb or veal. The use of needle tenderisers could also transfer bacteria from the surface to the interior of meat. The extent and consequences of their use may require consideration. The egg the poor egg.Eggs, sous vide cooked for a time and temperature where the white is fully set and the yolk is either fully set, or beginning to set. Eggs not consistent with industry standards, eggs done at 62-65oC egg yolk runny and egg white still set.. Eggs may be seen as overcooked. 	Yolk to be firming, egg white fully set. - sourced from NSW FA (13) 	Anyway that is some of the science related to sous vide……….and really highlights that the time/temperature data is important especially at low temperatures. The science suggests there is knowledge and data is available for safe practices when cooking at 55 degrees or above for most products. There does appears to a lack of data for products cooked below 55 degrees. Prime cut products and fish can be cooked at temperatures below 55 degrees providing they are treated with care.



The Science and Issues related to Sous Vide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thought I would use this graph to illustrate how different the foods are processed. It’s taken from a report produced by the IFSR in the UK.The data points of different products cooked using a range of time/temperature combinations. Just a different way to show that it is seafood and red meat. The data is from a cook books and observation from  EHO in the uk.



Sous vide Supplement development  

 Survey of councils in Feb 2014

 Contracted supplier to develop a sous vide supplement

 Challenges faced in sous vide cooking

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what has the department doneWell in Feb we conducted a quick survey to try and understand what was happening in Victoria with regards to sous vide. The survey was structured with the goal of obtaining information pertaining to; the number of businesses using sous vide; their general location, range of food being cooked, knowledge of food safety practices, the recording of time/thickness/temperature variables; and finally, to begin a list of possible council contacts to provide resources and knowledge of sous vide processes.We also contacted industry experts in the businesses to understand the market and the challenges faced in sous vide cooking.



Survey results from Victorian councils

 36 council responses – thank you!

 Most food premises are reported to be using the DH 
‘Food Safety Program Template for class 2 retail and 
food services businesses’

 Working group formed to advise the scope and 
development of the sous vide supplement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About a third of councils said businesses were cooking food using the sous vide method in their area. Variety of temperatures used for the water bath, ranging from 55 to 80°C. The sous vide methodology commonly promotes a variable of temperatures that is below 75°C minimum threshold advised by the FSP Template. products themselves that are cooked, meats (including fish) have been shown to be the vastly popular choice, with eggs a favoured second. Other products reportedly cooked, but to a far lower number, were fruits and vegetables; seafood; and sauces On the subject of business record-keeping, the times and temperatures were commonly kept by the cooking staff, but nothing in relation to product thickness has been witnessed.Respondents data relating to vacuum-packing was far more in line with the original expectations, with what seems to be a common understanding that vacuum-packing the food during the sous vide process is required to some extent. The equipment used by businesses, has also proven to be predominantly of commercial make.So it was clear that it was necessary to provide some guidance on sous vide as a minimum or potentially develop a Sous Vide supplement. The decision was to develop a supplement and a working group was formed to advise the scope and development of the SV supplement.



Food types cooked using the sous vide 
method as reported by councils

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Every presentation needs graphs so here is mine. This is just a quick break down on the type products being produced in Victoria.



Develop a Sous vide supplement

Brief:
For safe production of foods using the sous vide method, address the following:

 the types of foods 
 the hazards associated
equipment capabilities necessary
materials 
 time and temperature combinations to produce safe food starting from 55oC 

as a minimum (there may be evidence to indicate it should start from a higher 
temperature than 55oC)

 records to be kept to monitor food safety.

Consulted with:
 The EHO reference group
 Class 2 food businesses using SV cooking (7)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correct Food Systems with Gary Kennedy appointed to develop the supplementCFS also spoke with a Restaurant Industry association and an equipment supplier to get wider feedback.It was clear everyone (including EHOs) wants a consistent approach to manage the safety of sous vide that was clear, easy to follow and backed by scientific data.



Sous Vide Supplement – key issues

The DH FSP is used in conjunction with the supplement. The FSP says:

 Temperature danger zone 5o C - 60oC

 Hot hold food safely above 60oC

 2hr/4hr rule 

 Must have a probe thermometer accurate to +/-1oC

Sous vide uses low temperature cooking that does not fit with the usual ‘safe food’ 
temperature rules

….but it must be accurate or bacteria will grow and some will form toxins

Consider:

Will businesses apply this information appropriately – what about the FSP rules? 

Will a consistent message facilitate safe food being produced using sous vide?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is it a case of mixed messages?However, it the main issue is getting the time/temperature combination that is supported by evidence. 



Sous Vide Supplement – key issues

Question: Should cooking start from 60oC ???

Why? 

 Because cooking between 55oC and 60oC must be limited to a 
maximum 6 hours heating, cooking and reheating time due to the 
risk of Clostridium perfringens growth

 High risk for inaccurate temperatures not achieving pasteurisation 
at lowest cooking temperatures 

 Help mitigate risk of poor performing but widely used equipment

 Keep food safety messages more consistent

 But….will it hinder supplement uptake by businesses if the ‘industry 
standard’ of cooking is from 55oC?



Question: Should cooking start from 55oC ???

What equipment is suitable?  
 Steam combi ovens are not accurate, use only from 60oC 

or at all?
 If cooking from 55oC, is suitable equipment a water bath 

only?
 Is +/-1oC thermometer accuracy sufficient? 

 Will people grasp the concept of restricting food cooked from 55oC to 60oC to 
6 hours or less (including heating up and reheating time to control growth of 
pathogens), but then…

 Food can be cooked from 60oC for longer than 6 hours (including heating up 
time)

 More complex instructions for food businesses to follow

 Fits with industry practice in current use

Sous Vide Supplement – key issues

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Will it cause confusion?Will it affect overall food safety?Will EHOs have the time and knowledge to convey this information?



Sous Vide Supplement – key issues

What are your thoughts? 

Please jot down three items you would like taken into 
account when the supplement is rolled out....such as 
training, parameters of cooking, selling the safe food 
message, support materials, etc.



Question Time?
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